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WHAT DOES KRISKADECOR DO?colours
shapes

volumes

Roberto’s Restaurant by Draw Link Group - DIFC Dubai
Mandarin. Ducks & Noodles, Moscow, Russia - Sundukovy SistersNando’s restaurant, Altrincham, UK - Stac Architecture Ltd.
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Kriskadecor creates fully customised projects made with aluminium 
chains, offering architects and interior designers a wide range of solu-
tions: space dividers, wallcoverings, ceiling features, interior and exterior 
cladding, lighting elements, and any other special structures you can 
imagine.

The versatility and lightness of the chains make it possible to customise 
design solutions in colour, shape, and dimensions. In addition, thanks to 
in-house technology and a wide colour palette, they can replicate any 
images or patterns in brilliant and satin finishes. It should be noted that 
aluminium is 100% recyclable, so the use of this material fits into any 
project that seeks to ensure sustainability.

Since its creation in 1926 in Montblanc, Spain, the core values of this 
family business have been innovation, personalisation, and customer 
service. As the grandfather and founder, Josep Maria Sans Amill, used to 
say, "there is nothing that cannot be done, you just have to find the way."

The company develops projects for hotels and restaurants, corporate 
offices, public spaces such as museums and airports, shops, shopping 
centres, fairs, events, and even private residences all around the world. 
Since 2016 they have a second headquarters in the United States that 
includes a sales and logistics office (Miami) and their own creative depart-
ment (Los Angeles).



design solutions

WALL DECORATION SPACE DIVIDERS

LAMPS

CEILINGS

FRAMED SOLUTIONS CLADDING

Canalla Disco by Vaillo Irigaray Architects

Allianz Arena Stadium by Joachim Bauer ManCity Stadium by 20|20 Design

Westquay Watermark by Michelle Taylor

Brothers’ Karavaev cafe by Marina Bagrova

Ecuador Pavilion by Zorrozua y Asociados Aura Collection by Yonoh

Boira Planter by Kriskadecor & Hobby ower Archiproducts facade by Serena Confalonieri Burwells Stone Fire Grill by Whitney Rietz Eller
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highly customized solutions

ORIGINAL IMAGE

PIXELATED PREVIEW

FINAL RESULT

IMAGE

SIZE

VOLUME

From the smallest and most delicate to the most 
majestic and large aluminium chain projects. Each 
one will be developed and taken care from the very 
beginning to the end, following the specifications
given by our customers.

We know a picture is worth a thousand words and 
we have found the way to translate all this emotions 
thanks to our graphic design team and specialized  
and patented machinery that reproduces any picture,  
pattern or corporative design in which every link 
acts as a pixel. Pattern collections are also available. 

The limit is in every ones’ imagination. By creating 3d 
volumes and defining the forms requiered by the client,
we materialize the ideas in detail. 

IMAGE REPRODUCTION
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LINK MODELS DENSITIES

The chain

The original trademarked 
metal link. Versatile and 
resistant. 

The elegant one.
For more defined and 
smart chain artworks. 

STANDARD SPACING

The perfect symmetry.
Chain lines harmonica-
lly aligned. Suitable 
for most uses.

HALF-DROP SPACING

The intense option.
Half-drop density provides 
higher opacity 
and a stronger visual impact.

24 COLOURS & finishes

Gradient Collection by Luis Eslava

Essential Collection by Claire Davies

Floral Collection by UON

PATTERNS
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Contact:

www.kriskadecor.com
info@kriskadecor.com

Marketing Manager
Tania Martínez - tania@kriskadecor.com

Communications Executive
Natalia Vidal  -  natalia@kriskadecor.com


